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1. Introduction 

The attribute grammars are useful tools to give the semantics of programming 
languages for compiler construction, thus many complier generators based on attri-
bute grammars have been developed [4] [*/] [8] [9] [11] [12]. 

Many papers deal with attribute grammars describing structure of sequential 
languages for compiler construction, but only a few deals with parallel programming 
structures. 

In this paper we give the semantics of the bracket pair cobegin-coend and the 
symbol and in words, and afterwards we give the object which the parallel program-
ming constructions will be translated to. In section 3 we give an attribute grammar 
able to perform the required translation. The concept of attribute grammars and the 
notations used can be seen in [1]. In section 4 we mention some experiences got in the 
implementation by means of attribute grammars of a parallel programming language 
in which processes communicate through Hoare's monitors. 

The methods given in the paper were tested successfully in a CDC 3300 computer 
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences with the help of the HLP/SZ compiler genera-
tor system [11]. 

* Supported by the Research Foundation of Hungary, Grant No. 1066, 1143. 
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2. Semantics and translation of the bracket pair 
cobegin-coend and the constructor and 

The constructor and is used to separate instructions such as the symbol;, but 
the instructions separated by and may be executed in parallel. The priority of the 
symbol and is higher than the priority of the symbol;. Thus in the following part of 
a program: statement,; statement2 and statement3; statements statement and 
statement3 are executed parallel, but after finishing the execution of s tatement 
and before beginning the execution of statement4. 

The bracket pair cobegin-coend is used to ecnlose a statement list such as the brac-
ket pair begin-end, but the statement of a statement list enclosed in a bracket pair 
cobegin-coend are executed parallel. To separate the statements enclosed in cobegin-
coend's can be used; as well as and or mixing the two symbols. 

For the translation of these parallel programming constructions we will use three 
primitives: fork, join and quit [2] [3]. We have selected these primitives because the 
operations fork and quit are available in all languages including the psosibility to 
creating and terminating processes, while join can be realized by a "go to" statement 
and a semafor. 

Execution of the operation fork w creates a new process starting at the statement 
labelled w. If a process executes a primitive join t, w it is equivalent with / := t — 1; 
if / = 0 then goto w as a unique and indivisable operation. 

To determine the tasks statically we have to decompose the program into seg-
ments representing processes or parts of processes. Of course, processes are not uni-
quily determined. For example let's see the following program: 

begin statementj; statement^ statement3; 
cobegin begin statement^ statements end; 

begin statement^ statement, and statements; 
statement^, statement^ end 

coend; 
statementu ; statement^; 
begin statement13; statement^ end and statement^ 

end 

This program can be partitioned into the following segments: 

tx: statementj; statement^, statement3 

f2 : statement,,; statements 
f3 : statement 
/4: statement, 
i5: statements 
t6: statement;,; statement^ 
t7: statementn ; statement^ 
f8 : statement^; statement^ 
tg: statement». 
Moreover we can associate to the program a task flow graph [10] in which each edge 
corresponds to the execution of a segment: 
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t* 

One of the possibilities to translate our program partitioned into those seg-
ments with the above primitives is the following: 

begin tt: statement!; statement^, statement3; K1:=2; fork f2 ; quit; 
t2: fork ts; statement^, statements; join « l 5 ?7; quit; 
t3: statement6; n3\—2; fork /4; quit; 
t4: fork tb; statement,; join n3, t6; quit; 
i5 : statement8; join n3, i6; quit; 
ts: statement9; statement10; join n l 5 /7; quit; 
t7\ s t a t emen t^ statement12; n7:— 2; fork ta; quit; 
ts: fork t9; statement13; statement14; join n7, end; quit; 
ta: statement15; join n7, end; quit; 

end: end 

An attribute grammar is able to define that kind of decomposition into segments 
and of translation to processes. 

3. An attribute grammar to describe parallel programming 
structures for compiler construction 

The translation of a structure cobegin statement^ . . . ; s ta tement coend or 
statement! and ... and s ta tement will be as follows : 
free m; t:—n; fork Jj; quit; 
5X: fork j2 ; occ m l 5 mi; ... code of statement!.. .; free m^, 

join t, end; quit; 

s„: nop; occ m„, m'„; ... code of statement« . . . ; free m„; 
join t, end; quit; 

end: occ m, m'; 
where free an occ are newly introduced macros to allocate and deallocate work-areas 
for processes. 

We use the well known attributes "codelength" (synthesized) and "codeloc" 
(inherited) which give the length and the localization of the generated code. Another 
synthesized attribute is "level" to calculate the size of the work-area necessary for 
each process. 

The code generation of parallel structures can be performed at the root of the 
subtree associated with them in the derivation tree after the generation of the code of 
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each segment (statement!, ..., statement,,). For the generation of the correct primiti-
ves and macros it is enough to know the size of the work-area and the localization of 
each statement, because the localization of a statement can be used to obtain the label 
of the work-area of the statement. 

We use some other attributes in the grammars. The synthesized attribute "csloc" 
gives the necessary information (the localization of the generated code and the size 
of the work-area of each statement) upwards to the root of the subtree. The inherited 
attribute "loclev" is a pair (m, m') giving the label and the size of the work-area 
which has to be allocated at the beginnig and has to be deallocated at the end of the 
execution of a parallel structure. The inherited attribute "costat" tells us whether a 
statement is in a parallel structure or not. 

The code generation can be performed by a synthesized attribute which is to be 
evaluated during the last pass. We do not deal with it, because it would have a long 
and trivial description in the 4-th, 7-th and 8-th syntactical rules of the attribute 
grammar. Furthermore in a syntactical rule p:X,0::=X1...Xn we will omit the se-
mantical rules of the form X0.a=Xj.a when there is no other Xt (1 s z ' s 

and zVy) which has the same attribute "a" , and also the rules of the form 
Xj.a=X0.a (1 —«p). 

Now see the attribute grammar: 
Nonterminal symbols and their attributes: 
program has no attributes 
block has codelength, level, codeloc, loclev 
coblock has codelength, codeloc, loclev 
stat_list has codelength, level, csloc, codeloc, loclev, soctat 
statement has codelength, level, codeloc, loclev, costat 
partstat_list has codelength, csloc, codeloc 
Syntactical rules with their semantical rules: 

i) program ::= block 
block.codeloc=2 
block.loclev=(l, block.level) 

ii) program ::= coblock 
coblock.codeloc = 1 
coblock.loclev=(0, 0) 

iii) block::=beginstat_listend 
stat_list.costat=false 

iv) coblock: := cobegin stat _list coend 
coblock.codelength =stat_list.codelength+5 
stat_list.codeloc=coblock.codeloc+4 
stat_list.loclev=(0, 0) 
stat_list.costat=true 

v) stat_listx::=statement; stat_list2 

stat_listj.codelength =statement.codelength+stat_list2.codelength 
stat list l e v e l = j s t a t e m e n t - l e v e l , if statement, level ^ stat_list2.level 

| stat_list2.level, if statement, level < stat_list2.level 
stat_list1.csloc=((statement.codeloc, statement, level), (ax, 6j), ..., (ak, bk)), 
where ((alt bx, ...,(ak, bk))=stat_list2.csloc 
stat_list2.codeloc=stat_listx.codeloc+statement.codelength 
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vi) stat_list: := statement 
stat_list.csloc=((statement.codeloc, statement.level)) 

vii) stat_list1: :=parstat_list; stat_list2 

stat.list^codelength = 

f parstat_list.codelength+stat_list2.codelength+5, 
if stat_list1.costat=false 

parstat_list.codelength+stat_list2.codelength, 
if stat_list1.costat=true 

stat_list1.csIoc=((a ], è j ) , . . . , (ak, bk), (ct, dt),..., (c,, dt)), where 
((aL, by), ..., (ak, bk)) =parstat_list.csloc and 
((Cj, dy),..., (c,, dt)) =stat_list2.csloc 

rstat_listj.codeloc+4, if 
stat_list1.costat=false 

stat_list1.codeloc, if 
stat_list1.costat=true 

stat_list1.codeloc+ 
parstat_list.codelength+5, if 

stat_list1.costat=false 
stat_list1.codeloc+ 
parstat_list.codelength, if 

stat_list1.costat=true 

parstat_list.codeloc= 

stat_list2.codeloc= 

Note: in this syntactical rule there is code generation if stat_list1.costat=fa1se 

viii) stat_list::=parstat_list 

stat_list.codelength = 

stat_list.level=0 

parstat_list.codeloc= 

parstat_list.codelength+5, 
if stat_list.costat=false 

parstat_list.codelength, 
if stat_list.costat=true 

stat_list. codeloc+4, 
if stat_list.costat=false 

stat_list.codeloc, 
if stat_list.costat=true 

Note: in this syntactical rule there is code generation if stat_list.costat=false 

ix) parstat_listx::= statement and parstat_list2 
parstat_list1.codelength=statement.codelength+parstat_list2.codelength 

parstat.listj.csloc=((statement.codeloc, statement.level), 
(aj, bt),..., (ak, bk)), where ((ax, bj, ..., 
..., (ak, bk)) =parstat_list2.csloc 

statement.loclev=(0, 0) 
statement.costat=true 
parstat_list2.codeloc=parstat_list1.codeloc+statement.codelength 
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x) parstat_list::= statement! and statement2 
parstat_list.codelength=statementi.codelength+statement2.codelength 
parstat_list.csloc=((statementj.codeloc, statementj.level), 

(statement2.codeloc, statement2.level)) 
statementj.loclev=(0, 0) 
statementj.costat=true 
statemen t2.codeloc=pars tat _list. codeloc+statement!.codelength 
statement2.loclev=(0,0) 
statement2.costat=ture 

xi) statement block 

statement.codelength = 

block.codeloc= 

block. loclev= 

block.codelength+5, if 
statement.costat=true 

block.codelength, if 
statement.costat=false 

statement.codeloc+3, if 
statement.costat=true 

statement.codeloc, if 
statement.costat=false 

' (statement.codeloc+1, statement.level), if 
statement.costat=true 

statement.loclev, if 
statement.costat=false 

xii) statement : := coblock 

statement.codelength = 

coblock.codelength+5, if 
statement.costat=true 

coblock.codelength, if 
statement.costat=false 

statement.level=0 

coblock.codeloc = 

statement.codeloc+3, if 
statement.costat=true 
statement.codeloc, if 
statement.costat=false 

The method given here was tested in the CDC 3300 computer of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences with the help of the HLP-SZ compiler generator system. 
A sequential programming language was augmented with the bracket pair cobegin-
coend and the symbol and, and we have produced a compiler based on an ASE (alter-
nating semantics evaluator) attribute evaluation strategy [6] which has the same 
number of passes (five) as the compiler generated for the basic sequential language 
has. This fact and the introduction of only three new attributes show us that the 
complexity of a compiler based on an ASE strategy does not increase by the introduc-
tion of the parallel structures discussed here. 
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4. Some remarks about the implementation of processes communicating 
through Hoare's monitors 

We have implemented a very simple experimental language in which parallel 
processes communicate through Hoare's monitors [5]. The language is block struc-
tured, and the scope rule for monitors is the usual: a monitor reference can appear 
in the block where the monitor was declared, or in a block contained in it. The 
structure of a block is the following: 
begin 
declarations of monitors local to the block; 
declarations of variables local to the block; 
... the block body ... 
end; 

A declaration of monitors has the form: 
monitor mt, m2, ..., m„ of m; 
and creates the monitors m1, mz, ...,m„ of type m, where m is a monitor type dec-
lared at the beginning of the program. For simplicity each monitor type must be 
declared at the beginning of the program. (In other implementations monitor types 
could be declared at the beginning of the blocks with the same scope rule of moni-
tors). The structure of a monitor type is the following: 
type monitor.type_name monitor; 

begin 
declaration of the condition variables; 
declarations of variables local to the monitor; 
procedure procedure-name (...formal parameters...); 

declarations of the normal parameters; 
begin 
.. .the procedure body... 
end; 

...declarations of other procedures local to the monitor...; 

...initialization of local data of the monitor... 
end; 

In the implementation of the experimental language each monitor has its local 
data area which contains the variables of the monitor, the queues of processes waiting 
on a condition or on a monitor call, and the queue of processes waiting after an issue 
of a signal operation. 

We have to introduce many new attributes. Four of them are the most important, 
and they will be described here: the synthesized attributes MTL and MINTRN, and 
the inherited attributes LMT and MTOTAL. 

The attribute MTL is used to construct a table in which informations are collected 
about the declared monitor types. We put into the table the following informations 
about each monitor type: 

— monitor type name; 
— list of the variables local to the monitor type; 
— list of the condition variables of the monitor type; 
— list of the procedures local to the monitor type which contains on each pro-

cedure the parameters of the procedure, the name of the procedure, and the 
list of condition variables which appear in a "wait" statement in the procedure; 
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— the object code of the initialization of the data local to the monitor and the 
length of the code. 

The attribute LMT leads the table (the address of the table) from the root daw-
nwards the leafs of the derivation tree. 

The attribute MINTERN is used to construct a table collecting information 
about the declared monitors. We put into the table the following informations about 
each monitor: 

— the monitor name; 
— the monitor type of the monitor; 
— the number of condition variables of the monitor and the number of vari-

ables local to the monitor; 
— addresses and lengths of the queues of the condition variables of the monitor; 
— address and length of the queue of processes waiting in a monitor call; 
— address and length of the queue of processes waiting by an executed "sig-

nal" statement. 
The attribute MTOTAL gives the table of the monitors valid in the environment 

wilh respect to the scope rule for monitors. 
The HLP/SZ is based on the programming language SIMULA, so we can use 

classes and objects, and attributes of type reference to work with tables. In other 
compiler generator systems based on attribute grammars the concept of global attri-
bute is introduced to make it easy to work with tables. 

Abstract 

This paper gives an attribute grammar for the translation of parallel program-
ming structures: the bracket pair cobegin-coend and the symbol and. The introduc-
tion of these constructions into a programming language does not increase the com-
plexity of a compiler based on an ASE attribute evaluation strategy. We discuss the 
implementation of Hoare's monitors by means of attribute grammars. The methods 
given here were tested in a CDC 3300 computer of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. 
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